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Turning Them Around chambers and on wobbling mounts that simulate all 
(Continued from Page I I )  types of flight conditions-there is always a test flight 

to make certain that items wliich functioned separately 
problems to cope with that he can no longer concern satisfactorily will perform ju5t as correctly on the air- 
himself with the details of servicing individual airplanes. p lm % ^ ̂ ^ its engines = 
Similarly. the shop superintendent, charged with the run ul) thoroughly by qualified mechanics; 
responsibility of supervising more than 20 different shops inspectors commence a simeJ of the $hip which 
and crews ubich may number as much as 1.000 men. labts fie duration of fligllt. the flight crew 
finds his time occupied to a large degree by personnei cm .hoard a check of the entire 
matters whose ramifications can be and sometimes are- airplane before the actual flight test begins, when all is 
quite complex. He. too. therefore, must restrict his ir, readiness, engines are started, the ship is taxied to 
activities to those dealing with the over-all picture. the take-off area. and a carefully controlled and ob- 

Hence, the creation of a work-scheduling and planning served take.off is made. The flight test is under way. 
organization. It is the planning supervisor, assisted by During the test flight. each functioning system of the 
his staff, who schedules the man} aircraft maintenance aircraft is carefully checked for proper ~f 
projects requested by various individuals or groups al,y irregularities are noted, they are recorded and must 
within the airline organization. plans all jobs within jIe corrected before scheduled flight is resumed. 
the shops, coordinates with the department in addition to routine checks, there may also be special 
the procurement of supplies. keeps detailed records on eiigineering tests or imestigations to be made. F~~ 
engine. instrument. and accessory times, sees that job example, engine tests ma, be run, not onb for tlie 
orders are issued when cost accumulation on a particular pose of testing the particular airplane involved, but to 
undertaking is desired. and develops work analyses lead- obtain data that may be useful to the entire aircraft 
ing to job simplification and standardization. Finally. it industry, or an instrument calibration of some nature 
is the planning group that releases the aircraft to the ma1 he required. Normally. it is here that the perform- operations department for scheduled operation. ance engineer steps into the limelight, gathering his 

THE END IN SIGHT 
data for subsequent reduction and application toward 
more efficient o r  safer flight operation of the aircraft. 

This release is accomplished in two steps. There is On some occasions, where a number of diverse testa and 
first the test flight. Although new installations on the checks are  being made sirnultarieously, the inside of the 
aircraft may have a previous shop test-propellers and plane resembles the main intersection of a metropolitan 
engines on a run-up stand, instruments inside pressfin* communit), such is the bustle of engineers, flight per- 
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